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All GOP Senators Oppose WHO’s Tyrannical “Pandemic
Treaty”
https://media.blubrry.com/1462062/thenewa
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(Duration: 1:00:00 — 55.0MB)
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The World Health Organization is meeting
later this month and plotting to hijack power
from sovereign nations by using the lie that
its actions serve “public health.” But unlike
the days when the American public and
Congress were wholly ignorant of the threat
posed by international organizations,
millions of Americans and all federal
Republican senators oppose the WHO’s
latest attempted power grab. TNA editorial
members discuss the chasm between
awareness and the ultimate goal of
completely abolishing the WHO, the UN, and
all other globalist organizations.

Also in this episode:

@ 20:43 | Evidence is surfacing supporting what we already know, mainly that the Biden White House is
directly tied to the anti-Trump lawfare;

@ 36:17 | The Boeing controversy gets spooky, as another whistleblower winds up dead;

@ 50:38 | John Birch Society National Field Coordinator Jon Schrock discusses how years of JBS
education has helped move the Overton window on globalism and election integrity.

RELATED

Read “Stopping WHO’s Power Grab” TNA issue HERE

Watch “New UN ‘Pandemic’ Declaration Part of War on Humanity” HERE

Download any number of FREE resources from JBS.org HERE
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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